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Abstract

The Russian annexation of Ukraine’s Crimea and subsequent destabilization of Eastern Ukraine was kinetically executed through special forces in conjunction with a series of synchronized, layered, well planned and coordinated diplomatic, cyber, economic, informational, and psychological tactics. This form of warfare is referred to as “hybrid warfare”. Hybrid warfare is a form of war fighting that includes a range of multi-modal activities that can be conducted by state or non-state actors. Emphasis is placed on simultaneous and unprecedented fusion of a variety of means such as political, military, economic/financial, social and informational using conventional, irregular, catastrophic, terrorist and disruptive/criminal methods to achieve political objectives. In the case of the Crimea, the Russian intervention involved the rapid deployment of a range of complex, multi-modal, and highly integrated set of activities in a way that was novel, and which posed a historically unique set of challenges to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). This research paper will explore the concept hybrid warfare, identify the political and military limitations NATO has faced as a result of hybrid warfare in Ukraine, evaluate NATO’s efforts to date to adapt, and provide recommendations for NATO and Canada in adapting to this form of aggression.

Understanding and Countering Hybrid Warfare: Next Steps for the North Atlantic Treaty Organization

1.0 Introduction

The Russian annexation of Ukraine’s Crimea and subsequent destabilization of Eastern Ukraine was kinetically executed through special (unconventional) forces in conjunction with a series of synchronized, layered, well planned and coordinated diplomatic, cyber, economic, informational, and psychological tactics. This form of warfare is referred to as “hybrid warfare”. As this paper will illustrate, the term hybrid warfare lacks a precise universally accepted definition. However, this paper concludes that a well-rounded definition of hybrid warfare
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1 I would like to express my gratitude and appreciation to the Government of Canada officials at the Departments of Defence and Global Affairs Canada, who graciously facilitated meetings and/or spoke with me regarding this research project and provided unique and insightful perspective.

2 It is important to note that is beyond the scope of this paper to thoroughly debate the operationalization of the term hybrid warfare. A brief summary of the concept’s central milestones of its theoretical and definitional origins will be provided in order to facilitate the contextualization of Russia’s use of hybrid warfare in Ukraine. This paper acknowledges that the novelty and usefulness of the concept hybrid warfare is challenged and debated. However, this paper is based on the theoretical assumption that because NATO has defined, identified and securitized “hybrid warfare” as an existential threat, and has devoted significant amounts of resources and efforts in constructing strategic, policy and operational counter-measures aimed exclusively at hybrid warfare, it is of importance in and of itself to discuss and
would incorporate and acknowledge the various definitions of the concept and describe it as a form of warfare that includes a range of multi-modal activities that can be conducted by state or non-state actors. Emphasis is placed on simultaneous and unprecedented fusion of a variety of means such as political, military, economic/financial, social and informational using conventional, irregular, catastrophic, terrorist and disruptive/criminal methods to achieve political objectives. The hybrid actor fuses these means and methods in a way that is specific to and tailored-made to the context at hand. Importantly, this paper notes that when conceptualizing the term, is “not the ‘one time’ precision in defining hybrid warfare but instead perpetuation of an active dialogue on a new and expanding universe of complex defence-relevant challenges.”

In the case of the Crimea, the Russian intervention involved the rapid deployment of a range of complex, multi-modal, and highly integrated set of activities in a way that was novel, and which posed a historically unique set of challenges to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). By its own admission, Russia’s hybrid warfare exposed political and military limitations within NATO - an organization primarily designed to respond to state conventional kinetic threats.

This research paper will first provide a brief summary of the concept of hybrid warfare and explore the central milestones of its theoretical and definitional origins in order to facilitate the contextualization of Russia’s use of hybrid warfare in Ukraine. It will then outline the various aspects of hybrid warfare deployed by Russia in Ukraine. After doing so, it will then move on to the paper’s three goals: (1) to show how Russia’s hybrid warfare exposed, and exploited, gaps in NATO’s doctrine and methods of operation, (2) to review NATO’s attempts to date, to adapt its doctrines and methods of operation in response to Russia’s hybrid warfare, (3) to identify and evaluate additional ways in which NATO could adjust to this form of aggression, and (4) to consider ways in which Canada has and could contribute to these efforts.

In conclusion, this paper argues that Russia’s use of hybrid warfare has indeed exposed gaps within current NATO doctrine and methods of operation in the following ways: 1) hybrid warfare does not easily lend itself in all cases to fit squarely within the key NATO articles (V and VI), as it largely operates below the threshold of attribution, and therefore cannot provoke or allow for a collective military response or defence; 2) NATO lacks nimbleness and flexibility in responding to this new form of aggression, both operationally as well as within the North Atlantic Council decision making structure; 3) NATO defence spending does not necessarily match what is required for a hybrid warfare defence strategy; 4) hybrid warfare actors knowingly explore. Some examples of the academic literature that debates and challenges the novelty and/or usefulness include, but are not limited to: Kofman, and Rojansky. “A Closer look at Russia’s Hybrid War”. Kennan Cable. April 2015; Popsecu, Nicu. “Hybrid tactics: neither new nor only Russia.” European Union Institute for Security Studies. January 2015; Deep, Alex. “Hybrid war: old concept, new techniques.” Small Wars Journal. March 2015; Charap, Samuel. “The Ghost of Hybrid Warfare.” Global Politics and Strategy. November 23 2015; Biscop, Sven. “Hybrid Hysteria.” Security Policy Brief. No. 64. June 2015.

and strategically uses non-violent civilian means and methods of operation, thus reducing NATO’s ability to have a full and successful defence or deterrence against it.

This paper will recommend that the Alliance must not only focus on reassurance measures for Allies (as was set out at the 2014 Wales Summit), but also focus on deterrence and resilience measures to this form of aggression. The areas in which NATO should continue and/or improve its strategic, policy and/or operational counter-measures to combat hybrid warfare are the following: 1) endorse deeper and more consistent cooperation with the European Union (EU) in the promotion of good governance and social cohesion within countries and beyond the institutions borders; 2) create a joint database and early warning system with the EU to flag countries that are particularly vulnerable to hybrid warfare; 3) improve intelligence sharing and gathering within the Alliance, as well as with the EU; 4) redefine defence spending and procurement to reflect hybrid warfare threats; 5) address the lack of doctrine against hybrid warfare; and 6) improve operational and structural nimbleness.

Finally, a caveat this paper recognizes is the issue surrounding Ukraine’s non-membership status within the Alliance. Although the Alliance and Ukraine share a historically important and positive strategic partnership through the Partnership for Peace Programme, the hybrid warfare attack on Ukraine and NATO’s response to such a scenario would have likely been very different had it been perpetrated against an actual member state.

2.0 Defining Hybrid Warfare and the Use of Hybrid Warfare in Ukraine

Since the beginning of the conflict in Ukraine, the concept “hybrid warfare” has become somewhat of a buzzword, as its use has been increasingly widespread by media and news agencies, the academic community, and NATO to describe Russia’s actions and methods of operation in Crimea and the Donbas area. Despite the recent popular (re)deployment of the term hybrid warfare, the concept itself is not new. Although the concept is not new, it is important to note that the exact definition of hybrid warfare has been debated among the academic and security communities. To facilitate this paper’s consequent discussion on Russia’s use of hybrid warfare in Ukraine, this section will first define the term hybrid warfare through exploring the central milestones of its theoretical and definitional origins. This section aims to do two things: 1) demonstrate how hybrid warfare as a concept differs from and is theoretically and operationally novel compared to other commonly used terms such as, compound warfare (wars that include regular and irregular or asymmetrical components under unified direction⁴) and 2) to contextualize Russia’s use of hybrid warfare in Ukraine for the remaining discussion. The second half of this section will explore the various specific aspects of hybrid warfare in the context of Russian aggression in Ukraine. This portion will attempt to narrow down which aspects of hybrid warfare have been of particular importance or significance in relation to the situation in Ukraine.

2.1 - Defining the concept hybrid warfare

Hybrid warfare, hybrid threats, and hybrid aggression have been concepts used to describe the unprecedentedly complex and tailored integration of a whole-of-spectrum approach to warfare in the 21st century. Mark Galeotti, a leading expert of Russian security issues and

hybrid warfare studies has stated it may be “less of a new way of war so much as a way of
fighting war in the new world – it is the world that has changed, not so much the ideas and
tactics”. This form of warfare places military operations “back in the toolkit” and instead
allows aggressors to fuse a combination of diplomatic, intelligence, militaristic, economic and
humanitarian means, in a battle space that is no longer limited to the direct immediate physical
area (i.e., the home front, the regional, the international, and the cyber). As the discussion below
will show, hybrid warfare is about the blending and blurring of multi-modal war forms in a
combination of increasing frequency and lethality that concepts such as, compound wars, cannot
fully and deeply grasp under their definition.

To discuss hybrid warfare is to revert to the roots of Clausewitz notions of war. Clausewitz
importantly reminds us “war is merely the continuation of policy by other means” –
war is a means to an end, not an end in and of itself, it is a tool upon which the act of force can compel one’s enemy to do as is desired of them. Clausewitz distinguishes between two types of
warfare: the first maintains the objective to defeat an enemy army and conquer its territory, the
second maintains the objective to achieve desired political goals by exhausting the enemy’s
forces, but without intending for a conclusive military victory and/or the conquest of territory.
This second type of warfare, the type that is more indirect, can be viewed as the fundamental
logics to modern day hybrid warfare.

In 2002, Major William Nemeth was one of the first to use the term hybrid warfare, as a
way of outlining a “society-specific way of warfare”. He did so in the context of the 1994-1996
Chechen war, to which he referred to as the “flexible, half regular, half irregular warfare” that relied on conventional arms, methods of terrorism and organized crime, and irregular warfare. Nemeth argued that the Chechens successfully deployed systematic and focused fusion of elements of Western and Soviet military doctrines, with decentralized operational guerrilla tactics (that included psychological and informational operations) and the use of modern communications technology to closely coordinate themselves in real-time.

Nathan Frier, senior associate, in the International Security Program at the Centre of
Strategic and International Studies, has also contributed to defining the term hybrid warfare. In
the 2005 National Defence Strategy, Frier introduced the ‘quad chart’ to examine what he termed
the new “hybrid norm”. This quad chart includes four threats or challenges: traditional,
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8 Clausewitz, On War.
9 Clausewitz, On War.
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irregular, catastrophic terrorism and disruptive. According to Frier, a hybrid actor would have to deploy a combination of two or more of these threats, allowing them to negate a traditional military superiority. Frier’s quad chart is extremely useful when exploring the definition of hybrid warfare. As mentioned, the novelty of the term is contested and debated, and Frier’s concrete definitions of each of the four threats allow the examination of differences between irregular warfare and hybrid warfare (Figure 1). This further clarifies that hybrid warfare is not simply another name for irregular warfare. Indeed, irregular warfare tactics may be one component of hybrid warfare but they are most certainly not the sole component.

FIGURE 1: Frier’s Quad Chart

Retired U.S. Colonel Jack McCuen further developed Nemeth’s theory and concept of hybrid warfare in 2008. McCuen defines hybrid warfare as:

“full spectrum wars with both physical and conceptual dimensions: the former, a struggle against an armed enemy and the latter, a wider struggle for, control and support of the combat zone’s indigenous population, the support of the home fronts of the intervening nations, and the support of the international community.”

Importantly, McCuen contributes that hybrid wars are fought on, “three decisive battlegrounds: within the conflict zone population, home front population and international community” and that hybrid warfare requires simultaneous success on all these fronts. Therefore, this is

14 Ibid.
significantly different from conventional warfare or compound wars. Conventional warfare tactics play a large role, in that the first goal is to defeat the enemy forces, then secure control over the territory, and then start state-building exercises that include the entire society and the non-combatants.

Finally, retired Lieutenant Colonel Frank Hoffman who now is a Senior Research Fellow with the Institute for National Strategic Studies is one of the leading academic experts on hybrid warfare. His work focuses on the case study of Hezbollah as a successful hybrid actor against the Israel Defence Forces and Iraq’s Fedayeen in 2003. His definition of hybrid warfare is currently the most widely accepted and quoted definition of the term:

“Hybrid threats incorporate a full range of different modes of warfare including conventional capabilities, irregular tactics and formations, terrorist acts including indiscriminate violence and coercion, and criminal disorder. Hybrid wars can be conducted by both states and a variety of non-state actors. These multi-modal activities can be conducted by separate units, or even by the same unit, but are generally operationally and tactically directed and coordinated within the main battle space to achieve synergistic effects in the physical and psychological dimensions of the conflict. These effects can be gained at all levels of war.”

Hoffman argues that the term “hybrid” captures both the organization and the means (form and application), allowing the demonstration of fused multi-modal and context specific tactics. In addition, much of Hoffman’s work is valuable because it explores how hybrid warfare differs from compound warfare, which combine “regular and irregular components and fight simultaneously under unified direction”. The degree of difference between the concepts of hybrid warfare and compound warfare is highly debated among academics, and is one of the more frequently used points to challenge the assertion that the concept of hybrid warfare is useful or novel. Hoffman argues that the regular and irregular components of compound wars occur in different theatres or in different formations. The irregular components usually facilitate the ability of victory for the regular forces in a decisive battle. In this sense, in a compound war, there is a sort of division of labour between the irregular forces/tactics and regular forces/tactics. In contrast, hybrid wars use components that can become blurred into one force in the same battle space, creating a layering of threats. The multi-modal activities used in hybrid warfare can be conducted by separate units or by the same unit – they do not have to be conducted solely by irregular forces. Hybrid actors seek victory by the fusion of a multitude of political, military, economic, social and informational means using conventional, irregular, catastrophic, terrorist and disruptive/criminal methods to achieve their political objectives. When looking back to the definition of irregular and regular war as defined under Frier’s quad chart (which are also commonly accepted definitions of the terms), they are limited to violent means. Consequently, another difference between compound wars and hybrid wars is that, unlike compound wars, which emphasize and use violent means of war forms, hybrid warfare importantly includes violent, non-violent, and civilian means to achieve their ends. In conclusion, Hoffman argues,

compound wars (or any other current definitions of warfare) do not grasp the low-level synergistic blurring, complexity, fusion and fluidity of modes of war as the definition of hybrid warfare does.

The remainder of the discussion on defining the concept hybrid warfare will now turn to more recent work and definitions – the work done by General Valery Gerasimov, Chief of the General Staff of the Russian Federation, and NATO’s current working definition of the term. In 2013, General Gerasimov published an essay on the topic of “non-linear warfare” (an interchangeable name for hybrid warfare). This essay, or as it is now referred to the Gerasimov Doctrine, has received considerable attention, especially post Russian aggression in Ukraine, from Western academics and Governments as many view it to be a key insight into the future of Russian military planning and doctrine. Gerasimov’s essay refers to the Arab Spring as a key, modern example of the changing nature of warfare. He stresses that conflicts are actually means to political ends, and that non-military means (diplomatic, political, economic and other non-violent means) may actually be far more effective than military means, and thus Russia must now look to and emphasize these non-military means. General Gerasimov foresees concealed, non-open use of force, such as, paramilitary and civilian insurgent units who deploy and rely on asymmetrical and indirect means of warfare. He continues to note that relevance and importance of the information battle space, such as the use of drones, targeted attacks on critical infrastructure, and coordination of civilian insurgents in real-time, will also continue to grow. In contrast to compound wars, he argues that regular forces ought only to be used for action during later phases of the conflict and done so under the disguise of peacekeeping or humanitarian aid.

A NATO Review video posted on July 3 2014 was the first official NATO media release to use the term hybrid warfare in the context of the situation in Ukraine. A few months later in September 2014, during the Wales Summit, the term hybrid warfare was used on several occasions to describe Russian aggression in Ukraine that had occurred earlier that year in March 2014. Although currently, there is no Alliance consensus on one single precise definition of the term and no official NATO doctrine or Strategic Concept on hybrid warfare, since the Wales Summit, NATO has used the following definition several times in public statements and practice exercises:

“Hybrid warfare is where a wide range of overt and covert military, paramilitary and civilian measures are employed in a highly integrated design. The adversary tries to influence influential policy-makers and key decision makers by combining kinetic operations with subversive effort. The aggressor often resorts to clandestine actions, to avoid attribution or retribution.”

Although the Global Affairs Canada and the Department of Defence has not yet produced
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21 Interview with Global Affairs Canada Officials, January 12, 2016; Interviews with Officials from the Department of Defence, March 4 2016.
an official definition of hybrid warfare, the officials stated that their internal working definition of hybrid warfare is in accordance with NATO’s and they maintain that the term itself is useful. Much like the above NATO definition of hybrid warfare, officials at Global Affairs Canada and the Department of Defence emphasize that hybrid actors skillfully and carefully operate on the fine line that is just below the threshold of provoking a military response from their opponent. In addition, the officials add that the Russian model of hybrid warfare operates on a much more fluid continuum from non-military, military and civilian means, that is of an unprecedented and refined level and that terms such as asymmetrical warfare or compound wars cannot grasp or fully explain.

During an interview with Global Affairs Canada, officials insightfully noted that while their department finds the term hybrid warfare useful, a major challenge in concluding a precise definition of the concept lies within the fact that hybrid warfare is always changing and is tailored by the hybrid actor to the context at hand. This means, that in each case or example of hybrid warfare, different means and methods of war will be deployed and in different manners and capacities – there is no one precise list of components or criteria to hybrid warfare as it is fluid and complex. Nathan Frier reiterates this awareness by suggesting it may be more helpful to describe and analyze, not define the concept – what is critical in understanding the waging of war in a modern world, he notes, is “not the ‘one time’ precision in defining hybrid warfare but instead perpetuation of an active dialogue on a new and expanding universe of complex defence-relevant challenges.” This is important to keep in mind when summarizing the above discussion to a common and concise definition of hybrid warfare.

It is also important to note that the definitions have evolved over time, beginning with Bill Nemeth’s definition to NATO’s current working definition of how hybrid warfare was used in Ukraine in 2014. The older academic examples of hybrid warfare (Chechnya, Hezbollah, actors in the Arab Spring, etc.) also seem to limit hybrid actors to non-state actors (although their theoretical definitions do include the state as a possible hybrid actor), whereas in the situation in Ukraine, it was a state actor who deployed hybrid tools. In addition, previous academic examples seem to imply that hybrid tactics were used against opponents who were stronger or more powerful than them, in order to maintain a tactical and strategic edge. This is certainly not the case in Ukraine, as Russia, the more powerful actor, used hybrid tools against a smaller weaker actor in comparison. The use of hybrid warfare by a powerful state actor is a significant development. The advantage for Russia in doing so was that it allows them to reduce their exposure to international political and legal attribution and shape a narrative within the context of information/psychological warfare.

Despite the slightly differing above definitions of hybrid warfare (while keeping in mind its transformation and evolution) there has still remained a broad coherency: it is a form of warfare that includes a range of multi-modal activities that can be conducted by state or non-state actors. Emphasis is placed on simultaneous and unprecedented fusion of a variety of means such as political, military, economic/financial, social and informational using conventional, irregular, catastrophic, terrorist and disruptive/criminal methods to achieve political objectives. The hybrid

22 Interview with Global Affairs Canada Officials, January 12, 2016.
actor fuses these means and methods in a way that is tailor-made to the context at hand. As there is a blurring between war forms, there is also a blurring between combatants and non-combatants, resulting in a whole of society integration into the conflict. This section introduced the concept hybrid warfare and the evolution of the concept’s definition for contextualizing Russia’s use of hybrid warfare in Ukraine and to also demonstrate the degree to which the term hybrid warfare is theoretically and operationally novel and distinct from similar terms such as, compound wars.

2.2 Aspects of hybrid warfare in Ukraine

The situation in Ukraine has drawn particular attention from academics and security communities, such as NATO, for the reason that the operations perpetrated against Ukraine by Russia were not designed as a simple traditional kinetic military operation. Instead, several military and non-military means and methods, discussed above, were used to achieve Russia’s objectives in Crimea and Eastern Ukraine. Hence, this section will be a discussion of the various aspects of hybrid warfare that were present and deployed by Russia in Ukraine. What is interesting when examining the various sub-categories of hybrid warfare used in Ukraine is that it becomes apparent the techniques used are inextricably linked and mutually reinforcing. This is the key aspect in hybrid warfare. Isolated, these events may appear to be forms of previously defined or ‘regular’ types of warfare. However, their true significance and destructive power occurs when examined as a whole; the low-level detailed inter-mingling and interaction of these forms of warfare, and consequently how they come together in conjunction to form a coherent political strategy of the adversary. This section will demonstrate how, for example, cyber-attacks early on in the conflict facilitated and provided the necessary intelligence for certain military actions or for the spreading of certain pieces of disinformation. Thus, when the various elements of hybrid warfare are analysed in conjunction with one another, it deteriorates a state’s domestic sovereignty (the ability of the public authority to exercise effective control within the borders of their own polity).

The following section is divided into four sub-categories or aspects of hybrid warfare found in the battle space: overt and covert military presence, information warfare, cyber warfare and economic warfare. As the conflict is still very much evolving, certain events and information are not or cannot always be corroborated or proven during the early and ongoing stages of conflict, therefore (and in the interest of this paper’s scope), this section will only explore the most compelling and widely accepted pieces of evidence supporting each category.

Overt and Covert Russian Military Presence

The situation in Ukraine is especially interesting from a military perspective because of events that occurred during the initial phases of conflict (circa late February until early-mid March 2014). During these events foreign unmarked military units using high-tech Russian uniforms and equipment took over key Ukrainian political targets: army bases, administration and government buildings (such as the Parliament building, the Supreme Council of Crimea, mayoral offices, etc.), police stations, and airfields, with overwhelming success and largely without a single shot fired.24 The operation was highly sophisticated in terms of the way it was
planned and executed. By doing so, as part of its strategy Russia was able to exploit popular pro-Russian support and by mobilizing this support it was able to erode Kyiv’s influence and power through limited non-kinetic attacks on these key political targets. The political, cultural and social context of Crimea led itself well to the application of hybrid warfare. In addition, the fact that the attackers were dressed without insignia or in civilian clothing, severely limited the potential of the Ukrainian government to use force against them. After this initial take-over was accomplished, alleged “self-defence” Russian forces “stood behind” Ukrainian separatist forces, allowing them to take over the more traditionally kinetic aspects in the conflict. Together, these strategies enabled avoiding early and immediate attribution from Ukrainian (or international) forces, thus contributing to the success of the Russian hybrid offensive. This subsection will explore the heavily documented evidence of the presence of Russian troops, often called “polite people” or “little green men”, and the presence of Russian grade military equipment used by these unmarked troops.

On February 22, 2014, it is documented that Spetsnaz forces (Russian Special Forces Units) from the 45th Guards Separate Reconnaissance Regiment of Russian Airborne Unit, were put on high-alert, and within five days were deployed to the 810th Independent Naval Infantry Brigade Russia’s Black Sea naval base in Sevastapol. On February 27, 2014, footage shows unmarked military units using high-tech uniforms and equipment, which Finnish intelligence later concluded to be the 45th Regiment, to capture the Crimean Supreme Council. In the following days, and with aid from the 810th Brigade, other Spetsnaz units (431st naval Spetsnaz, the 10th Brigade, the 25th Brigade, the 3rd Brigade, the 16th Brigade, and the 25th Brigade), and pro-Russian private security firms, the Simferopol airport and other key political buildings were captured.

In addition to the footage and intelligence gathered on these forces, NATO Supreme Allied Commander General Breedlove noted the units that targeted key Ukrainian government buildings in coordinated systematic strikes (quickly surrounding the area with roadblocks and barricades, acted under direction from a few key group leaders), handled weapons and military equipment (coordinated use of tear gas and stun grenades) in a disciplined and professional behaviour that is consistent with an organized, trained military force under a strong chain of command.

25 Racz, 2015.
command (rifle muzzles were pointed down, fingers were not on triggers), and did not exhibit behaviour of a recently formed spontaneous militia.\textsuperscript{30} This is especially apparent when compared in a side-by-side analysis of video footage of Ukrainian separatist forces conducting sieges of government buildings on their own, who appear “incompetent and undisciplined” – a common trademark of quickly trained, unorganized irregular forces operating under a loose command system.\textsuperscript{31} In addition, expert analysis of the actual equipment used by the troops appearing in Crimea and Eastern Ukraine were of Russian military grade. The forces carried a modified SVD-S sniper rifle that is used only by Russian and Armenia troops; the forces wore elements of the modern Russian Ratnik Future Solider System (which include specific types of protective goggles, body armour and unique communication systems); signature Russian weapons such as grenade launchers.\textsuperscript{32}

The mysterious Vostok Battalion\textsuperscript{33}, another unit of elite special forces, was also frequently sighted during the earliest battles in Ukraine.\textsuperscript{34} Notably, they were present during the siege of the Donetsk Sergey Prokovfiev International Airport in Eastern Ukraine on May 26, 2014.\textsuperscript{35} Prior to this Battalion’s sightings, Ramzan Kadyrov, the leader of Chechnya and one of Putin’s strongest allies threatened to send tens of thousands of “volunteers” to Ukraine to help the pro-separatist forces against the “junta” in Kyiv.\textsuperscript{36} It was then, when men who claimed to be Chechen started to appear in these early frontline battles,\textsuperscript{37} There is video evidence of members from this Battalion fighting in early battles in Donetsk as well as rallies there, and acknowledging they had previously fought alongside other Chechens in Ukraine.\textsuperscript{38} In addition, there were local Chechen reports that document the return of their fighter’s bodies from Ukraine.\textsuperscript{39} Once again, Russia’s use of the Vostok Battalion as a proxy to fight on their behalf awards Russia the plausible deniability, or difficulties relating to attribution, that is a core element of hybrid warfare.\textsuperscript{40}


\textsuperscript{32} International Centre for Defence Studies, 2014; Firearm Blog, 2014.

\textsuperscript{33} Which suspiciously shares its name with another infamous GRU (the Russian Intelligence Service) controlled Special Forces group that was disbanded in 2008. This Battalion was made up of mainly Chechen fighters who played a key role in the past 15 years in South Ossetia and the Caucasus. Weiss, 2015.

\textsuperscript{34} Weiss, 2015.

\textsuperscript{35} Perry, 2015.

\textsuperscript{36} Weiss, 2015.

\textsuperscript{37} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{39} Weiss, 2015; Perry, 2015

\textsuperscript{40} Galeotti, Mark. “The rising influence of Russian special forces” \textit{IHS Janes Intelligence Review}. 2014; Rosen, Armin. “The Ukraine Crisis is entering a dangerous new phase.” \textit{Business Insider}. June 2014.
There has also been documented evidence that verifies the presence of Russian tanks in Donetsk, Makivka and Slavyanks, at the hands of pro-Russian separatists beginning in early June.\(^{41}\) NATO analysed the video footage of these tanks and determined them to be Russian grade.\(^{42}\) NATO noted that the vehicles were stripped of all identifiable symbols and numbers (a tactic used in Crimea and then used in Eastern Ukraine) and the camouflage the tanks were painted with was not consistent with the camouflage used by the Ukrainian army (therefore voiding the argument that all tanks were simply captured from Ukrainian military stockpiles or from attacks on military bases). NATO satellite imagery also shows Russian tanks on the border of Ukraine, and a few days later shows three out of eight of those tanks being loaded onto transporters (trucks normally used to move tanks) on the Russian side of the border, likely "indicating their imminent movement".\(^{43}\) One day later Ukrainian officials reported that 3 main battle tanks and several armoured vehicles crossed the border at Dovzhanskyy, which at the time was under the control of pro-Russian separatists.\(^{44}\)

**Cyber Warfare**

While jamming communication and radio signals has been a long-standing practice in warfare, cyber space has opened up a vast number of alternative possibilities to influence a conflict’s outcome, often in a manner that can be easily covered up to avoid attribution. Cyber attacks are a key element in the contribution of waging hybrid warfare. They are being used at an increasingly unprecedented level to attack critical infrastructure in order to disrupt communication and information flows, and to gain intelligence on the adversary’s intentions and actions. NATO has identified cyber warfare (and information warfare) as key and new highly devastating components.\(^{45}\) However, the issue with cyber warfare is that it can be extremely difficult, if not sometimes impossible, to confirm who the attacker is (referred to in the literature as problems of “attribution”). As stated, this is highly beneficial and works in favour for a hybrid actor (as Russian cyber operations in Georgia and Estonia have previously shown), as it allows them to operate below the threshold of attribution, which, as discussed in the previous section, is an important element when defining hybrid warfare as a concept. This section will explore the incidents of cyber warfare that can more concretely place Russian or pro-Russian forces as the attacker(s). The significance of these cyber attack examples is that they operate in conjunction with other elements of warfare, providing an important intelligence advantage to the military component and/or the information warfare component of Russia’s hybrid warfare strategy.

Beginning in November 2013, before the build-up of troops on the Crimean border, Russian hacker groups (pro-Russian hacker group CyberBerkut claimed responsibility for the
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\(^{41}\) The Interpreter. “T-64s Appear Between June 12 and June 18.”


\(^{44}\) Ibid.

attacks) began to execute Distributed Denial of Service attacks (DDoS) on critical government websites, rendering them unusable or destroying or changing their content. This was seen to be the beginning of the mounting disinformation campaign against Ukraine perpetrated by Russia.

In February 2014, the telecoms firm Ukrtelecom stated that armed, unmarked and highly skilled men, as described in the above sub-section “overt and covert Russian military presence” to be Russian Special Forces Units, broke into Ukrainian telecommunications facilities in Crimea and tampered with fibre optic cabling. As mentioned, these actions also facilitated a first step on the front of information warfare, as Ukrainian television channels were shut down and then replaced by Russian ones. The tampering with the fibre optic cables also shut down local telephone services, Internet systems, and vital communication services such as, first aid, fire and rescue, and law enforcement. This hindered the ability for the Ukrainian government to communicate to the people in Crimea regarding the unfolding situation and hindered their ability to effectively communicate with and/or mobilize Ukrainian troops in that area.

The pro-Russian hacker group CyberBerkut launched another “prolonged” DDoS attack against NATO and Ukrainian media outlets in March 2014. Also in March 2014, only 72 hours after Russian troops entered Crimea and tampered with telecommunications towers and fibre optic cables, up to 700 mobile phones of Ukrainian members of parliament and government officials were disrupted. At this point, the head of the Ukraine’s Security Services stated that the country had been facing a serious cyber attack over the last few days. During this time, security experts stated that they believed these cyber attacks were part of a wider strategy that would allow Russian military forces to isolate the region, which in fact later turned out to be true. As mentioned in the introduction to this section, it is apparent that cyber attacks were used in conjunction with information warfare and covert and overt military presence to achieve Russia’s political objectives of securing the peninsula of Crimea back into the Russian federation.


47 Maurer and Scott, 2014.


49 “Ukrtelecom’s Crimean sub-branches officially report that unknown people have seized several telecommunications nodes in the Crimea.” Ukrtelecom. February 28 2014.


51 “DDoS Attacks Hit NATO, Ukrainian Media Outlets”. Information Week: Dark Reading. March 17 2014; Tweet from Oana Lungescu, NATO Spokesperson.

52 Finkle and Polityuk, 2014.

53 “Crimean – the Russian Cyber Strategy to Hit Ukraine.” InfoSec Institute.

54 Ibid.
Later in the year, during the Ukrainian elections in October 2014, Ukraine’s Security Services discovered the presence of Russian malware in the Central Election Commission computer systems. The goal of this malware was to tamper with data collected on the results of the election. This was a shocking and frightening moment for Ukrainians as it revealed how close Russian hackers had come to sabotaging the election results and eventually lead to the erosion of public trust in voting mechanisms.\(^{55}\)

Throughout the conflict, updates from the both the Organization of Security and Co-Operation Europe (OSCE) and IHS Jane’s 360, reported that Russian special forces units used high-powered microwave systems to jam the communications and reconnaissance assets of the Ukrainian armed forces and disabled the surveillance unmanned aerial vehicles operated by ceasefire monitoring teams from the OSCE in Eastern Ukraine.\(^{56}\)

Finally, in January 2016, it was revealed that a massive cyber attack had occurred on Ukraine’s largest airport (Boryspil).\(^{57}\) Authorities stated that the control centre of the malware found in the IT network of Kyiv’s main airport was in Russia. This malware was also similar to that found in another cyber attack in December 2015 when three major power firms lost power, causing outages across the country. A US cyber intelligence firm found that this malware could be traced back to Moscow and was part of a “Russian group’s ongoing hacking campaign”.\(^{58}\)

**Information/Psychological Warfare**

A key element in Russia’s hybrid warfare toolkit is the “weaponization” of information, or use of information warfare (the management of information and communication technology). By successfully mastering the weaponization of information, the actor is allowing for a “qualitatively more intense and powerful non-material”, non-military form of warfare – thus a psychological component of warfare.\(^{59}\) Information warfare operations include a mix of propaganda, disinformation, diplomatic duplicity, media manipulation, or disseminating outright falsehoods designed to confuse and divide opinion within the targeted state and other adversaries.\(^{60}\) Together, they create and contribute a powerful psychological component to the conflict.\(^{61}\) It has been argued that Russia’s current use of information warfare/psychological warfare within the context of Ukraine surpasses the limits drawn during the Cold War.\(^{62}\)
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For Moscow, controlling the means of mass communication so that their narrative went unchallenged was crucial in constructing and furthering an appearance of legitimacy both at home and abroad. Russia’s disinformation and propaganda campaign as well as control over information allows for several key aspects of plausible deniability and psychological interference to be realized: it concealed Russia’s true objectives; it confused the enemy and the average media consumer/viewer; it made it more difficult for analysts to estimate the actual size of Russia’s military presence in the battle space; it allowed for a range of flexibility when choosing methods to exacerbate the conflict; and created diplomatic cover and solutions for Russia’s covert military and foreign policy activities. Within Ukraine, Russia effectively conducted information operations by leveraging television stations, newspapers and the Internet to spread Russian approved narratives. NATO Supreme Allied Commander of Europe stated that the most impressive and newest addition to hybrid warfare, in the context of Ukraine, was the use of information tools to create an extremely powerful and influential false narrative. This section will look at the most prevalent occurrences of information/psychological warfare (propaganda, disinformation, diplomatic duplicity, media manipulation, or disseminating outright falsehoods designed to confuse and divide opinion within the targeted state and other adversaries) conducted by Russia viewed as a contributing element within the wider scheme of hybrid warfare.

Television is the most popular source of information within Russia. There are three television channels: Channel One, Russia One, and NTV, that maintain a nationwide and regional reach. Channel One and Russia One are owned by the Government, and NTV is owned by the state-controlled energy giant Gazprom. As mentioned in the “cyber warfare” subsection, Ukrainian news outlets in Crimea were shut down early on in the crisis and television transmitters seized by the pro-Russian Crimean administration and replaced by Russian state-owned broadcasts. An Organization for Security and Cooperation representative from the Freedom of Media department spoke out against the closure of the Ukrainian news outlets and the attacks on journalists in Crimea, stating that these actions “paved the way for the worst kind of propaganda”. A prominent news anchor for the Kremlin funded RT channel, resigned after it became apparent Russia was using the media as a means of information warfare against Ukraine and the West. She disagreed with RT’s support for “military intervention in Ukraine” and the network’s “whitewashing of Putin’s actions” there.

Thus, it is hardly a surprise that since the Ukraine crisis began, Russian state media has intensified the pro-Kremlin and nationalistic/anti-Western attitudes of their broadcast content. Much of the rhetoric found on these broadcasts dispels those in power in Kyiv as fascists, Nazi
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sympathizers illegitimate, and anarchic. These media outlets argued that the Russian military intervention in Crimea was justified because Russian speakers were being persecuted and their protection was required. BBC has reported that Russian controlled television coverage of the conflict in Ukraine employed “techniques of psychological conditioning designed to excite extreme emotions of aggression and hatred in the viewer.” A tactic often used by Russian controlled media is the fabrication or exaggeration of events for the cameras. One notable example of this was of a story run by Channel One, which reported an interview of a woman who claimed she had seen Ukrainian soldiers crucify a three-year-old boy on a billboard. The story was quickly exposed as false and was widely criticised, resulting in the eventual reluctant admission by Channel One that the story was indeed fictional.

In addition, there has been a clear focus on the Ukraine conflict and other domestic Russian issues have been ignored because of this. An EU funded study found that Russia One’s main news bulletin devoted over 35 percent of its airtime to Ukraine and only 1.3 percent to Russian social issues and health care. The study reports that Channel One’s bulletins follow a similar form.

Another prominent example of the disinformation campaign the Kremlin waged during the conflict in Ukraine was the spread of colourful conspiracy theories of the downing of the Malaysian airliner MH17 by the state-owned news agencies and Russian Defence officials. Some of the more popular Russian theories and explanations included: the flight MH17 was shot down by a Ukrainian Su-25 fighter jet; the flight MH17 was shot down in a botched attempt to assassinate President Putin whose Presidential plane had just passed the crash site a few hours earlier; and finally, pro Ukrainian forces launched a missile downing the plane. A Dutch report on the investigation of the crash of the flight MH17 concluded the airplane was shot down by Russian-built anti-aircraft missiles launched from a 120 square mile radius south of the town of Snizhne (an area controlled by Russian-backed separatists at the time). However, a few hours before this Dutch report was released, a Russian state-owned company released their own report on the investigation that diverted all blame from Russia and asserted the plane was shot down by Ukrainian forces.

Finally, Russia was also waging information warfare on the Internet. A prominent example is the use of pro-Kremlin “professional trolls” (a person who deliberately posts messages and comments on Internet forums with the intent of provoking, upsetting and sowing
These professional trolls were hired to post comments that further spread disinformation and confusion about the conflict in Ukraine. Recently, many of these professional trolls have come forward and have been interviewed by journals and news agencies such as, Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty, the Telegraph, the Atlantic and the Guardian. In these interviews it was confirmed that employees were instructed each day to bombard social media sites such as, Twitter, Facebook, LiveJournal, vKontakte (the Russian equivalent to Facebook) as well as Western news agencies such as, the BBC, CNN, the New York Times and the Guardian with a given quota of pro-Russian narratives. The former employees revealed the nature of some of their tasked topics: arguing there are NATO troops embedded in Ukraine; arguing the majority of Germans support Putin’s policies and dislike Chancellor Merkel; conspiracies related to the death or Boris Nemstov and the Malaysia airline flight MH17; and other fake stories and events that foster a positive public image of President Putin.

In his panel remarks at the 2016 Canadian Defence Association Institute’s Annual Defence Conference, Former Canadian Ambassador to NATO, Yves Brodeur, noted that NATO lost control of the narrative, while Russia was extremely timely and talented at shaping it in their favour. Brodeur emphasized that the narrative during a conflict is extremely important, especially in the context of hybrid warfare. He argued that NATO must remain focused and reminded of the important of Strategic Communications in future “faceless conflicts”.

**Economic Warfare**

Deploying an economic component within a wider hybrid strategy can be particularly influential and destabilizing, especially in situations where countries rely on certain energy resources from the hybrid perpetrator, as is the case with Russia and Ukraine. Economic warfare can include: economic sanctions, the destabilisation of energy prices, the barring of physical access to energy resources, actions of transnational criminal organizations, and cuts in other vital commercial ties and trade. As NATO notes, the annexation of Crimea and conflict in Eastern Ukraine are ultimately not about energy, but about power and achieving certain political objectives. However, it is important not to overlook the role economic warfare has played in the conflict. In order to achieve its goals, Russia has utilized economic dimensions and pressures that further added to the destabilization of the situation in Ukraine – as all the components of hybrid warfare have contributed to.
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Ukraine has suffered large economic losses as a result of Russia’s aggression in the country. There has been roughly a seven percent loss in production since the occupation of Eastern Ukraine, 3 percent loss from foreign direct investment and Russian trade sanctions, which have cut Ukrainian exports to Russia by 70 percent.\(^{81}\) Over 2014 and 2015 Ukraine’s GDP contracted by approximately 16 percent.\(^{82}\) It can be argued that this is a result of Russian aggression – the trade war, intermittently cut off from a much needed natural gas supply and threatening financial attack have all been factors.\(^{83}\)

In addition to the losses in GDP leading to a highly deteriorated economic environment, citizens in both the European Union (the EU receives about 40 percent of its natural gas from Russia, half of which passes through Ukraine\(^{84}\)) and Ukraine have begun to feel the impacts of Russia’s energy blockade, especially during the below-freezing winter months. Until the conflict, Ukraine relied on Russia for half of its energy supplies to fuel its heavy industry and civilian needs. During the conflict Gazprom, the state owned energy giant, has intermittently decided to increase prices of natural gas or completely cut off Ukraine’s gas supply.\(^{85}\) This has severely limited Ukraine’s ability to maintain energy security. A lack of energy security can expose a country to vulnerabilities because it hinders the country’s capacity to provide basic needs to its citizens (such as heat during winter months), as well as fulfill its energy providing requirements to heavy industries and companies – both key components to maintaining efficient and effective domestic sovereignty through the provision of public goods.

This section has demonstrated how various sub-categories of hybrid warfare – overt and covert military operations, cyber warfare, information/psychological warfare, and economic warfare – can be used in conjunction with one another and play off one another’s strengths and developments in the battle space to further the political objectives of the hybrid actor. As mentioned, this is a clear tactic by the hybrid actor to limit a state’s domestic sovereignty – their ability to exercise control within the borders of their own polity. By using cyber attacks and overt military operations, Crimea and Eastern Ukraine have been isolated from Kyiv, both physically and in terms of communication channels. Information and psychological warfare have confused and divided opinion with Ukraine, promoting further inner turmoil among groups of citizens and the sitting government. Finally, economic warfare has exacerbated the issue and has further driven Ukraine into collapse.

### 3.0 How Russia has used hybrid warfare to expose gaps in NATO doctrines and methods of operations

During the conflict in Ukraine, Russia has been able to expose gaps and weakness of current NATO doctrine and methods of operation by using hybrid warfare means and methods. This was acknowledged and reflected by NATO in the Wales Summit Declaration 2014, as several new initiatives and partnerships were established (this will be examined in greater detail in Section 4) as a direct means of countering and preparing for hybrid warfare in the future. A few themes
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have been particularly prevalent and recurrent when both NATO officials and academics discussed the gaps hybrid warfare has exposed within the NATO structure: the unique nature of hybrid warfare does not easily lend itself in all cases to a determination that falls within Article IV or Article V\(^86\); the lack of nimbleness or flexibility (both operationally and within the North Atlantic Council structure) in responding to such threats\(^87\); current NATO defence spending does not necessarily match what is necessary to counter hybrid warfare\(^88\); and finally, it goes beyond the scope of what NATO, as a military alliance, has been created and trained to respond to\(^89\). These themes will be discussed below to further give context to the subsequent sections, which will discuss current initiatives NATO has deployed post Russian aggression in Ukraine, as well as possible recommendations for the alliance moving forward given the acceptance that certain areas of NATO’s structure have been exposed by hybrid warfare.

**Hybrid Warfare and the Challenges it poses to Article IV and V of the Washington Treaty**

At its point of conception, it would have been extremely difficult albeit impressive if NATO’s Washington Treaty had taken into consideration the unique nature of hybrid warfare. The Treaty was designed with conventional (and the threat of nuclear) warfare, and Westphalian state versus state conflicts, in mind. However, that same unique nature of hybrid warfare has resulted in one of the most significant challenges for existing NATO doctrine when looking to counter hybrid threats, predominantly in terms of the challenges it poses to the infamous Articles IV\(^90\) and Article V\(^91\) of the Washington Treaty.\(^92\) The unique nature of hybrid warfare does not easily lend itself, in all cases, to a determination that falls within Article IV or Article V.

As this paper has explored, a successful hybrid actor is able to deploy a denial strategy by using predominantly covert non-military state actions (non-military meaning that the regular
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\(^91\) Collective defence article: An attack on one ally, is to be considered an attack on all members of the Alliance.

conventional military does not participate outright or in plain view during the operation, but may do so under the guise of humanitarian assistance, or covertly without insignia in addition to using the various other means and methods explored in Section 2 such as economic, informational, cyber etc. NATO does not currently define these non-military actions as constituting a threat or an attack because it is an entirely new form of warfare that the drafters of the Washington Treaty did not foresee. While the North Atlantic Council (NAC) has been able to address the threat posed to itself by Al Qaeda on 9/11, hybrid warfare is different. Hybrid warfare is not applied in a uniform way and is context specific, meaning, depending on battlespace, the hybrid actor can apply a varying combination of the means and methods described in Section 2 depending on its target. This changing nature makes it even more difficult to come to a final concept or definition.\(^93\)

Finally, as an additional layer of complexity when assessing NATO’s ability, it is important to note that although Ukraine is an important and meaningful member in NATO’s Partnership for Peace Programme, it is not a member of the Alliance. Consequently, any Russian aggression or use of hybrid warfare in Ukraine would not trigger a response based on Article IV or V.

**Hybrid Warfare and the Challenges it poses to Operational and Structural Flexibility**

A second theme that has been recurrent is the lack of nimbleness or flexibility in two areas: 1) NATO’s current structure/decision making process of the North Atlantic Council (NAC), and 2) NATO’s current military methods of operation in comparison to hybrid threats.\(^94\)

In regards to the first flexibility challenge, a main issue is that the NAC is an intergovernmental institution and thus represents 28 differing interests, threat perceptions and perspectives of each individual sovereign member state.\(^95\) For example, the Baltic States rank Russian aggression as their highest threat priority and are constantly requesting that NATO increase its reassurance and support, whereas Great Britain or France do not rank Russian aggression as their highest threat priority.\(^96\)

NATO also operates on a consensus basis, meaning all members are equal and receive one vote each. If Article IV or Article V were to be invoked, the NAC must *unanimously agree* that


an intervention can occur in retaliation to an armed attack on one (or more) member(s) and to do so they must come to a unified coherent (military, legal and policy) understanding of the hybrid threat during a consultative meeting with all members.\textsuperscript{97} It is important to note that the process of achieving a unanimous decision amongst 28 member states on whether to react and how to react to a hybrid threat could result in bureaucratic/institutional lag and rigidity in responding to a highly time-sensitive crisis.

In addition, it is important to also remember that although the NAC is structured in a way that allows each member an equal voice and vote, it is still very much a political process in which power dynamics are present and part of the decision making process. In this sense the interpretation given to Articles IV and V are more influenced by policy than legal or military considerations. The US has been the uncontested leader of the Alliance and an informal grouping of the bigger Allies (the ‘big three’: UK, France, US) has largely dominated crucial NATO decisions.\textsuperscript{98} These power dynamics that are present during the political process of NAC meetings and decisions can therefore affect whether or not Article IV or V is invoked and if it is, how swiftly it is invoked and the amount or types of resources that are used. For example, PEW Global Research conducted a survey in 2015 (post Russian aggression in Ukraine), which found that many larger and more powerful NATO Allies (Great Britain and Poland in particular) would be reluctant to use force to defend Allies against an attack from Russia.\textsuperscript{99} By contrast, smaller states, especially those along the Eastern Flank joined NATO specifically for the collective defence clause.\textsuperscript{100}

Secondly, there is the concern of lacking military operational nimbleness and flexibility in regards to responses against hybrid warfare.\textsuperscript{101} In 1949 NATO was created to counter conventional Westphalian state versus state threats and thus their military forces and methods of military operation included defence systems, weapons, equipment and control structures to counter conventional-natured threats and their timelines. However, conventional means of warfare are no longer the norm, and irregular non-military means of warfare that occur on a much faster timeline are on the rise. While the Alliance has slowly demonstrated the ability to make some operational adjustments to counter non-traditional threats such as those posed by non-state actors in Afghanistan, hybrid warfare initiated by Russia poses a new set of operational challenges. In order to effectively and efficiently challenge and counter hybrid warfare and other contemporary threats, the Alliance must have the ability to shift operations suddenly and unexpectedly and importantly, along the spectrum of hybrid warfare tactics that the adversary can put into action at any given point during the conflict. The sentiment that NATO’s military forces are not entirely up to par with 21\textsuperscript{st} century threats is voiced by Supreme Allied
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Commander General Breedlove who stated, “We have to adapt our responsiveness inside the NATO Response Force so that we have a force that can respond at speed to address this new model of hybrid warfare we have seen out of Russia.” 102 Section 4 will further demonstrate how NATO has taken this concern very seriously, as they have adopted several initiatives relating to the need of high readiness, agile and quickly responsive forces. 103

Former Canadian Ambassador to NATO, Yves Brodeur, emphasized the above challenges NATO faces both operationally and within its decision-making processes during his panel remarks at the 2016 Canadian Defence Association Institute’s Annual Defence Conference. He recounted the tensions he witnessed first-hand during NAC meetings when the members were attempting to define hybrid warfare, and when the members attempted to “label an aggressor”. 104 He said that there were certain actors within the Alliance that were extremely reluctant or refused to label Russia as the aggressor (emphasizing the paper’s above point regarding the political and power dynamics). Brodeur concluded that NATO decision-making processes and operational early warning systems were extremely slow to respond to the on-the-ground situation that was changing almost hourly, or were virtually non-existent. 105 Ultimately, Brodeur argued that this operational and decision-making rigidity failed NATO at a crucial time, and NATO is still “extremely ill-equipped to deal with faceless conflict/hybrid warfare”. 106

**Hybrid Warfare and the Challenges it poses to Defence Spending**

A third theme that is recurrent when discussing how hybrid warfare has exposed gaps within NATO’s structure and military methods of operation is related to the defence spending budgets and the components of the defence spending and procurement. 107 While most military budgets across NATO have been declining since the end of the Cold War, they have also remained somewhat ‘stuck in the past’ and have failed to be organized and re-prioritized for the nature of 21st century threats. 108 Currently, some of the required resources to counter or aid a country in countering a hybrid threat do not fit within official NATO approaches to defence spending. 109 For example, there is consensus that during the initial phases of hybrid warfare, internal security services (security services, police forces and border guards) are extremely important as acting as the first line of defence until the situation can be assessed further and more assistance can be provided. 110 However, member states’ individual defence spending on internal security has no agreed upon benchmark or category within the Defence Expenditures. 111 In addition, other components of defence spending, such as emphasis towards irregular or non-military equipment support systems such as communication systems, cyber deterrence systems, enhanced
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intelligence collection and analysis systems, etc. should be given more attention over more traditional conventional equipment.

**Hybrid Warfare and the Challenges it poses to NATO as a Military Alliance**

The final challenge that hybrid warfare has exposed within NATO’s structure is the simple fact that it’s means and methods of operation go beyond the scope of NATO’s mandate as a military alliance – meaning hybrid warfare needs hybrid solutions. Hybrid warfare is a war on governance using both military and non-military means. As a military Alliance, NATO does not necessarily have at its disposal all the tools necessary to counter all aspects of hybrid warfare, such as economic or informational components. Therefore, a purely militarily response from NATO is unlikely to be wholly successful. NATO’s military forces will and should no doubt continue to play a vital role in countering hybrid warfare by coordinating and supporting operations, however it is important to acknowledge that a hybrid threat requires a hybrid, comprehensive security (civilian and military) approach. This challenge and its possible solutions will be explored further in Section 4 and 5.

To conclude, this section has explored a few of the more prominent and recurrent themes regarding the gaps hybrid warfare has exposed within the NATO structure. These challenges include: the fact that the unique nature of hybrid warfare does not easily lend itself in all cases to a determination that falls within Article IV or Article V; the lack of nimbleness or flexibility (both operationally and within the North Atlantic Council structure) in responding to such threats; current NATO defence spending does not necessarily match what is necessary to counter hybrid warfare; and finally, it goes beyond the scope of what NATO, as a military alliance, has been created and trained to respond to. The themes explored are reflective of the concept hybrid warfare itself – it operates below an attribution threshold and it operates on intensely flexible and context specific basis using both military and non-military means and methods of operation. The next section will build upon this section by identifying and evaluating the ways in which NATO could adjust to this form of hybrid aggression, as well as review current NATO efforts to date to adapt to Russian hybrid warfare.

**4.0 A review of NATO efforts, to date, to adapt to Russian hybrid warfare**

A few months after Russian aggression in Ukraine began (February-March 2014), the Wales Summit was held in September 2014. As a result of these events, the crisis in Ukraine and use of hybrid warfare was a prominent topic of discussion at the Wales Summit and was mentioned over 40 times in the official transcript. NATO rhetoric clearly, firmly and repetitively stated that Russia’s actions in Ukraine and the illegitimate occupation of Crimea were a breach of international law; that Russia had disrespected and disregarded Ukraine’s territorial integrity and sovereignty, that Russia had “fundamentally challenged the Alliance’s vision of a Europe whole, free and at peace”. The 2014 Wales Summit not only set the tone for the subsequent NATO rhetoric, press releases, and statements to date, but it also endorsed and set out to establish various initiatives and projects that would directly counter and adapt to Russia’s use of hybrid warfare in Ukraine.
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This section will review four of the most prominent and current operational initiatives that target hybrid warfare and attempt to adapt NATO’s command and control structures and military operations. These initiatives and projects include: the Readiness Action Plan, an updated Defence Planning Package, a technical agreement with the European Union (EU) on cyber security, and the creation and establishment of the new NATO Strategic Communication Centre of Excellence in Riga, Latvia.

The major endorsement arising from the Wales Summit was the Alliance’s creation of a Readiness Action Plan (RAP). This is NATO’s most significant defence reinforcement since the end of the Cold War. The mandate of the RAP is to strengthen NATO’s collective defence and to ensure the Alliance is ready to respond swiftly and firmly to new security challenges emanating from the East (Russia) and the South (Middle East and North Africa), through assurance (physical military forces) and adaption measures (long term restructuring of command and control posture and systems).\textsuperscript{116} The RAP assurance measures are a series of continuous land, sea and air activities from all 28 NATO members (on a rotational basis) designed to reinforce member defence, reassure populations, and deter potential aggression, especially in the Central and Eastern areas of Europe. Specifically, this includes an increase from 4 to 16 fighter jets for air policing in the Baltic Region and Romania and Poland, the commencement of AWACS surveillance flights over Eastern NATO territory, the deployment of maritime forces to patrol the Baltic Sea and Eastern Mediterranean, and the increase of number of military training exercises.\textsuperscript{117} These assurance measures can be “stepped up or reduced as necessary, depending on the security situation”.\textsuperscript{118} An example of these assurance measures put into real-time practice was during Operation Trident Juncture 2015 – NATO’s largest exercise in over a decade. This training exercise brought together 36,000 personnel, 230 units, 60 ships and submarines and over 200 aircraft.\textsuperscript{119} This exercise simulated attacks from fictional aggressive hybrid actors, including cyber attacks and ballistic missile defence, as well as combating in Afghanistan-type scenarios.\textsuperscript{120}

The adaptation measures are longer-term changes to the restructuring of NATO’s command and control posture that will allow the Alliance to react more quickly and decisively to sudden crises.\textsuperscript{121} These include changes to the NATO Response Force (NFR), the creation of a Very High Readiness Joint Task Force (VJTF), the establishment of six multinational NATO Force Integration Units (NFIUs), and the development of a High Readiness multinational

\textsuperscript{118} Ibid.
headquarters.\textsuperscript{122} The NRF is a “highly ready and technologically advanced” multinational force of air, land, maritime and Special Operations Forces units that can be deployed quickly, to wherever needed. At the 2014 Wales Summit, the NFR increased its personnel to 40,000 from 13,000 in order to enhance and strengthen the Alliance’s collective defence and readiness to respond.\textsuperscript{123} The VJTF was created at the 2014 Wales Summit to contribute to and enhance the NRF efforts. It is a multinational “spearhead force” of around 20,000 troops consisting of air, maritime, Special Operations Forces and chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear (CBRN) units/task forces that will have the ability to deploy with 48 hours of a crisis.\textsuperscript{124} Six multinational NFIUs were established (in Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, and Bulgaria) as small Eastern flank command and control headquarters that will facilitate the rapid deployment of the VJTF and other follow-on forces, improve cooperation and coordination among NATO and national forces and provide support for training exercises.\textsuperscript{125} Finally, two High Readiness multinational headquarters (Northeast and Southeast) have been developed to provide additional high-readiness support (i.e. logistical enhancements, and preposition of equipment and supplies), and control and command to forces specifically located in Poland and the Baltic states.\textsuperscript{126}

The second initiative endorsed at the 2014 Wales Summit, in light of Russian aggression in Ukraine, was an updated version of NATO’s Defence Planning Package. This new package includes updates of six key Connected Forces Initiatives (CFI) measures: a broader NATO Training Concept 2015-2020; an updated NATO Education, Training, Exercise and Evaluation Policy (ETEE); high visibility training exercise in 2015 (which was Operation Trident Juncture); a Special Operations Component Command Headquarters capability under operational command of SACEUR; and a broader and more demanding exercise programme from 2016 onwards, particularly using technological aspects of CFI.\textsuperscript{127} The new ETEE Policy is a long-term document outlining the strategies for education, training, exercise and evaluation of individuals, units, formations and headquarters in the NATO force and command structures. It addresses the process for linking national and NATO exercises and provides a framework for non-NATO entities and partner involvement.\textsuperscript{128} The broader NATO Training Concept 2015-2020 lays out NATO’s commitment to ensure the maintenance of highly ready, interoperable, and operationally effective forces. Central elements of this broader concept include use of education
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and training such as, resident courses, key leader training, multinational exercises and e-learning initiatives. As mentioned, Operation Trident Juncture was the “flagship” high visibility event for the CFI in 2015. In addition, the new CFI package provides the framework for NATO to continue major exercises in 2016 and onward. Particularly, this involves utilizing and implementing technology to help deliver interoperability. Finally, the updated CFI package created a Special Operations Component Command Headquarters, which facilitates the command and control by the SACEUR of SOF operations and exercises with a focus on high readiness.

During the February 2016 Summit Meetings, the EU and NATO followed up on signing a technical agreement regarding their mutual cooperation on cyber defence issues, as was set out during the Wales Summit. This technical agreement provides a framework under which the guidelines for the sharing of information on specific cyber threats, the sharing of technical procedures, lessons learned and best practices, and the configuration of networks among both institutions. NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg noted at the February 2016 Summit Meetings that this technical agreement is a concrete example of how the two institutions have begun to work together and use their complementary tools and resources on issues related to combating elements of hybrid warfare.

The creation of the new NATO Strategic Communication (StratCom) Centre of Excellence in Riga, Latvia in January 2014 demonstrates NATO’s commitment and contribution efforts in the area of strategic communications. Importantly, the creation of this StratCom Centre is an acknowledgement on NATO’s behalf that a 21st century security environment is increasingly influenced by social media networks and the 24 hour news cycle – “the perception is always relevant to, and can have a direct effect on the success of NATO operations and policies”. As was discussed in Section 2, public diplomacy, public affairs, military public affairs, information operations and psychological operations are all key elements used in hybrid warfare, and were clearly present during the crisis in Ukraine. This StratCom Centre is responsible for countering those elements of hybrid warfare, by providing a narrative of correct and unbiased information to audiences within and beyond NATO’s territory. In addition to their operational work, the StratCom Centre has published several documents and essays on topics related to issues previously discussed in this paper, such as Internet trolling as a tool of hybrid warfare and the use of social media during the Ukraine conflict.

To conclude, it is apparent that all initiatives set out by the 2014 Wales Summit focus on a few common themes: the need for military operations to be swift, nimble and responsive to a
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variety of 21st century crisis, the need for a restructuring of the existing command and control structures to reflect, support and facilitate those high readiness military operations, the need for NATO to include non-military type projects and resources (i.e., the StratCom Centre) into their defence systems to make them 21st century appropriate, and the need to cooperate with other institutions and outside Allies who have complementary systems and resources to combat elements of hybrid warfare. The following section will expand on these initiatives and provide possible recommendations as to how NATO could further adjust its strategic, policy and operational options to counter hybrid warfare.

5.0 **Recommendations for how NATO could adjust to this form of aggression**

One conclusion that can be drawn from the Wales Summit is that it set out ambitious policy, operational and strategic initiatives that largely focused on reassurance for member states in light of Russian aggression in Ukraine.\(^{136}\) Building upon the previous section, which evaluates NATO’s efforts to date to counter hybrid warfare, this section seeks to provide policy, strategic and operational recommendations that not only focus on reassurance but also on deterrence\(^ {137}\) and resilience\(^ {138}\) moving forward, all while using a comprehensive security approach.\(^ {139}\) The recommendations in this section either outline entirely new recommendations for the Alliance, or identify areas, projects and initiatives that current NATO efforts are successful in countering this new form of aggression and thus should be continued. Together, these include: further cooperation with the EU in areas beyond cyber and economic domains, improving surveillance and intelligence capacities, redefining resources and defence spending, continuing the operational and tactical nimbleness while also improving structural nimbleness, addressing the
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\(^{136}\) Interviews with DND Officials, March 4.

\(^{137}\) Deterrence in terms of deterrence by punishment (meaning, Article 5 collective defence), as well as deterrence by denial (meaning, to deter an enemy from attacking in the first place based upon the notion it would be very costly to do so).

\(^{138}\) McInnis, 2014. A crucial aspect of defence planning is resilience: the state or institution’s ability to withstand and recover from catastrophic attack or accident. It is important to note that resilience is largely political. While the military component of resilience plays central role in building resilience in advance, McInnis argues it is often the political response to the attack that matters the most. To achieve this, significant political coordination and collaboration among allies and partners before hand must take place. This is important because once an attack occurs, and if no previous political discussion as how to respond and do so in a timely manner does not arise, then leaders are left responding disjointedly and incoherently during critical points of the crisis. The events in Ukraine have shown that NATO needs to further enhance and promote resilience in its immediate neighbours and partners, as well as their own operational and structural components.

\(^{139}\) A comprehensive security approach is a strategy under which the leading organization, institution or government, cooperates in a concerted and coordinate manner with national, regional and international actors (civil society, individuals, networks, non-governmental organizations, institutions, other government departments, etc.) in an effort to combine their complementary range of resources and technical expertise address a certain crisis or situation that has multiple components and dimensions. Essentially, political, civilian and military tools are deployed in a coherent and cooperative manner in order to meet and counter complex 21st century security challenges and threats. Jamie Shea, ‘NATO, the challenges ahead’, *Global Affairs*, Volume 1, number 2, 2015; Miklaucic, 2011; Williams, Andrew. “Implications of Operationalizing a Comprehensive Approach: Defining what Interagency Interoperability Really Means.” The International C2 Journal, Vol 4, No. 1. 2010; The North Atlantic Treaty Organization. “A comprehensive approach to crises.” September 2015.
lack of doctrine against hybrid warfare, and addressing challenges it poses to Article V and VI of the Washington Treaty. 140

**Further cooperation with the EU in areas beyond cyber and economic domains**

It is recommended that NATO begin its hybrid warfare deterrence and resilience measures by further engaging and cooperating with the EU beyond the economic and cyber domain. As of present, and as discussed in the previous section, the EU and NATO have already begun cooperation in these two domains in light of Russian aggression in Ukraine: NATO and the EU have recently signed a technical agreement on cyber defence, and economic sanctions through the EU against Russia have been introduced.

Beyond cyber and economic domains, NATO could benefit from the EU’s civilian power strengths. One important area in which NATO-EU partnership could further evolve to deter and create resilience against hybrid warfare is through the proactive promotion of good governance, social cohesion and outreach to minority groups in potential target countries and public messaging to counter information warfare. 141 Although it is embedded within NATO’s strategic identity to promote a Western Liberal Democratic order, as a military Alliance, it does not have the mandate nor all the appropriate tools to necessarily create, maintain and implement the democratic institutions, good governance, anti-corruption campaigns, and social cohesion that goes hand-in-hand with Western Liberal Democratic order. While, by contrast, the EU, as a civilian power, has the ability, resources and legal authority to implement, monitor and maintain democratic institutions, good governance, anti-corruption, and social cohesion, etc. both within its borders and beyond through the draw of potential membership for current non-member states. The maintenance of strong liberal democratic institutions and social cohesion among all groups of the population can be a crucial factor in how easily hybrid warfare tactics can penetrate a target country. States whose governance and institutions are weak are more vulnerable to outside pressure and can create pretexts for hybrid warfare campaigns. 142

The EU and NATO should also establish a joint strategy or action plan for projects aimed at propaganda and misinformation. 143 It is recommended the EU and NATO work in collaboration to create a common and coherent narrative that clearly communicates and promotes the Liberal Democratic values that both institutions promote. Currently, both institutions have only just recently established Strategic Communications Centres aimed at countering misinformation, and still fall behind Russian strategic communication capacities. 144 If these individual efforts by NATO and the EU are not coordinated and on the same page, they could do more harm than good – mixed messaging, spread of confusion, and inefficiency through duplication are some examples. In addition, efforts cannot only be about the promotion of a pro-Western message or
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140 These recommendations also reflect the advice and comments given by the SACEUR General Breedlove in light of Russian aggression in Ukraine. “SACEUR: ‘Allies must prepare for Russia hybrid warfare”. Military.com. September 2104.
141 Maigre, 2015.
144 Drent, 2015.
narrative – factual non-partisan information must be transmitted within and outside NATO and the EU’s reach, and both institutions must work together to assist independent Russian-language media with their messaging and narratives to counter misinformation disseminated by the Russian state.

**Improve surveillance and intelligence capabilities**

It has been a common theme throughout interviews conducted with practitioners, academic work and press releases made by high-ranking NATO officials, that NATO must improve and increase its intelligence gathering capabilities and situational awareness in regards to deterring and becoming resilient to hybrid warfare tactics – both within the Alliance, as well as with the EU. Former Canadian Ambassador Yves Brodeur stated NATO is simply not doing enough in regards to sharing intelligence amongst its own member states and there continues to be a culture of wariness when it comes to sharing intelligence within the Alliance. He argues that 21st century ‘faceless conflict/hybrid warfare’ requires NATO to share intelligence more effectively; otherwise the Alliance will remain ill-equipped to deal with 21st century threats.

First, NATO requires better intelligence gathering and early-warning capabilities. This can be and should be done by increased sharing of intelligence within the Alliance, as well as in partnership with the EU. Prior to February 2014, Western European and North American countries were not necessarily aware that there was a mounting threat of Russian aggression in Ukraine, while countries geographically closer to the Eastern Flank of the Alliance and who had experience first-hand various forms of Russian aggression (cyber warfare, informational warfare, psychological warfare, etc.), were very aware of this threat. If intelligence sharing within the Alliance been more balanced, widely distributed and taken seriously/acted upon, early warning signals and responses could have been created, either deterring or preventing Russia from creating a fait accompli in Ukraine. The EU can also play a vital role by providing situational awareness through early warning intelligence sharing and monitoring for countries that are at risk of weak institutions, poor governance and minority group fractures within the society, and can offer incentives and capacity building tools to strengthen these at risk countries. As a result, NATO and the EU could establish early warning indicators for at risk/vulnerable countries. This database should include information outlining existing, growing and specific areas of vulnerabilities in the given country. In the event of hybrid warfare attack, member states both in the EU and NATO would be able to respond more effectively and efficiently.
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situation and use of hybrid warfare tactics are tailored to the specific vulnerabilities in the target country.

NATO must also improve its ability to gather intelligence to determine faster and with greater certainty from where and from whom the hybrid tactics are emanating from. As previously discussed in this paper, the issue of attribution in hybrid warfare is a main challenge for the Alliance. Improved intelligence capabilities should be enhanced and targeted with the goal of determining, with greater certainty who the hybrid actor is. This allows for a more effective and tailored NATO response against the perpetrator. No matter the kind of warfare conducted, it always remains important for an actor to know and recognize who the enemy/perpetrator is in order to fully understand their capabilities, interests, rationales, and goals, which then allows the appropriate deployment of the necessary set of countermeasures. Therefore, enhanced intelligence capabilities facilitating attribution will assist in a successful NATO response.

If NATO is able to determine who the hybrid actors are and is able to create early warning systems, the Alliance can become resilient against these threats, as well as deter future hybrid actors from using similar sets of activities as the chances of NATO being able to pinpoint attribution to the given perpetrator (thus resulting in punitive action) will be much greater.

Continual improvement of operational and structural nimbleness

As outlined in Section 3, hybrid warfare poses challenges relating to operational and structural flexibility and nimbleness of the Alliance. Section 4 outlined the various ways in which the Alliance has begun to adapt operationally to this challenge by creating and deploying a Readiness Action Plan that includes a Very High Readiness Joint Task Force, which can deploy on extremely short notice to address and respond quickly and swiftly to new security challenges. However, the Alliance has still yet to address the issue of structural flexibility and nimbleness in specific regards to the NAC decision-making process (of which this paper has identified as a key challenge to the Alliance when countering hybrid warfare or other high intensity and fast-acting security threats).

NATO’s 28 member states are all entitled to their own interests and opinions as to how best to react (or not act) to a variety of risks and threats. However, as was previously mentioned and was apparent during the Ukraine crisis, this issue has stalled the NAC’s ability to come to a swift and coherent decision on course of action. Therefore, this paper recommends that NATO develop and improve the ways in which it can address the structural rigidity of their decision-making and political negotiations processes. Although it is beyond the scope of this paper to fully and deeply evaluate and debate the spectrum of ways in which this can be done, a common popular academic recommendation is for NATO to encourage smaller groupings or coalitions of Allies within the Alliance to collaborate to address emerging security threats. The smaller coalition would still be required to seek approval of the NAC and be required to be in constant consultation with the NAC in order to maintain Alliance solidarity, which is important for the
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credibility and legitimacy of NATO. It is less likely the NAC would be slowed down in such type of decision making processes, because countries who would have been weary of giving a yes-vote, would be more inclined to do so given they no longer are required to contribute to the mission. Contributing member states to this smaller coalition would be award decision-making capacities that are in proportion to their contributions. In addition, new member states could join the mission at various stages of the conflict depending on their interests and resources. This solution facilitates burden sharing as well as increased ability to swiftly respond to crises as they arise.

By improving the flexibility and nimbleness of structural decision-making processes, NATO will project resilience to future enemies and threats. Improvement in this area would reaffirm that an attack on NATO members or partners would not critically impair, disable or delay its functioning and decision-making processes. Operational flexibility and agility will only be successful if the mechanisms and structures that instruct and deploy them are equally flexible and agile. Therefore, it is of the utmost importance that NATO consider matching its operational flexibility with structural flexibility and nimbleness.

**Addressing the lack of doctrine against hybrid warfare**

Section 3 has also identified the lack of doctrine against hybrid warfare to be a challenge to the Alliance. Simply put, it is recommended NATO come to a coherent and common definitional understanding of hybrid warfare and incorporate it into a formal doctrine or formal Strategic Concept. At the Wales Summit, NATO was still grappling with how to react and counter this new form of aggression. Therefore, looking forward it will be of importance for future research endeavours to pay attention to the Warsaw Summit in July 2016 in order to see if NATO announces plans to develop or create a hybrid warfare doctrine or create a new Strategic Concept that includes hybrid warfare (the last Strategic Concept was issued in 2010), or continue to counter and adapt to this form of aggression in an ad hoc manner. The strength in creating a hybrid warfare doctrine or incorporating it into a new Strategic Concept, would allow for a coherent strategic narrative that would demonstrate NATO’s willingness and resolve to reassure, deter and become resilient to new forms of aggression and threats in the 21st century. Like all Strategic Concepts, it would also serve as an important overarching guide for the operational, policy and strategic development (importantly including a guide for defence spending and procurement, as explored below) moving forward and demonstrate to future enemies and perpetrators of hybrid warfare that the Alliance is in agreement and ready to respond to such types of threat with refined coherence, swiftness and with the appropriate tools and resources.

**Re-define resources and defence spending through the continuation of Smart Defence**

NATO should consider redefining and re-evaluating its resources and defence procurement and spending to reflect the challenging fiscal environment and the nature of 21st century warfare. As was mentioned in Section 3, the existing defence expenditure budgets do not
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necessarily match the needs of countering hybrid warfare tactics.\textsuperscript{157} Given that most Allies face a challenging fiscal environment, the re-evaluation of defence spending and resources is not only about increasing or meeting NATO’s defence spending quota. The recommendation of this paper is to also use existing tools and resources and budgets in a manner that addresses hybrid warfare tactics – buying the right equipment – thus a continual pivot towards NATO’s ‘Smart Defence’. Smart Defence is a “cooperative way of generating modern defence capabilities that the Alliance needs, in a more cost-efficient, effective and coherent manner.”\textsuperscript{158} This would allow for greater resources to be allocated to areas that reflect the nature of 21\textsuperscript{st} century warfare, such as ballistic missile defence, cyber defence, intelligence and reconnaissance and strategic communications strategies and tools.\textsuperscript{159} Strengthening purely conventional resources would only further encourage hybrid actors to rely on hybrid tactics, placing NATO at a greater disadvantage.\textsuperscript{160} The redefining of NATO’s resources and defence budgets into a Smart Defence strategy must reflect counter-measures of an increasingly interconnected and comprehensive security environment – policing, citizenship, organized crime networks, energy networks, cyber networks and strategic communications must all be considered and included in new defence spending budgets and discussions.\textsuperscript{161} The creation of a budget and procurement plan that matches NATO’s rhetorical commitment to countering hybrid threats will have a deterrent effect on possible future hybrid actors, as they will be aware NATO can respond beyond conventional military means.

The previous section, a review of NATO’s efforts to date, to adapt to Russian hybrid warfare, largely reflected a theme of reassurance to partners and member states. This included the need for highly visible, nimble, swift and responsive forces that are equipped with conventional style, albeit technologically advanced tools and resources, and the creation of brand-new Strategic Communications Centres along the Eastern Flank to reassure the most vulnerable Allies. This section sought to move beyond reassurance measures and attempted to provide recommendations that either built upon\textsuperscript{162}, or provided entirely new\textsuperscript{163} policy, strategic or operational initiatives in order to create an Alliance who not only can reassure partners and member states but also can become resilient to hybrid warfare and deter hybrid warfare.

\textsuperscript{157} Shea 2015; Drent, 2015. This is largely because defence spending and procurement are guided by and are in accordance with the current Strategic Concepts. The last Strategic Concept was issued in 2010 and is therefore out of date considering recent security threats such hybrid warfare and the rise of ISIL.
\textsuperscript{158} North Atlantic Treaty Organization. “Smart Defence”. September 2015.
\textsuperscript{159} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{160} Drent, 2015.
\textsuperscript{162} E.g. what should the way forward be for the Strategic Communications Centres, or greater emphasis on Smart Defence.
\textsuperscript{163} E.g. new forms of cooperation between NATO and the EU, improvements in intelligence sharing and gathering capabilities, incorporating hybrid warfare into a new Strategic Concept, or improvements in nimbleness of structural decision-making.
Finally, one challenge that was mentioned in Section 3 was in regards to hybrid warfare and Article V and VI of the Washington Treaty. While attempting to fit hybrid warfare into Article IV and V is a credible and real challenge for the Alliance and impacts its deterrence and resilience to hybrid threats, this paper argues that it would be much harder and may not even be desirable or feasible for the Alliance (or some member states in particular) to concretely define hybrid warfare and label its components as possible future Article V worthy attacks. Issues explored previously in this paper such as: concerns with decision making processes, political negotiation processes and power balances within the Alliance and the NAC; the lack of consistency that is applied in hybrid warfare; and hybrid warfare’s ability to conduct its operations below a threshold of attribute, can all be factors that will deter or hinder the Alliance’s ability and capacity to define hybrid threats squarely under Article IV or V.

6.0 **Canada’s role within the Alliance in confronting hybrid warfare**

This section will offer a Canadian perspective of NATO’s efforts to counter hybrid warfare. It will provide a brief overview of Canada’s current contributions to the Alliance in light of Russian aggression in Ukraine, as well as recommendations as to how they can further these contributions.

Apart from the NATO operations that have deployed a rotational force of member state personnel in Central and Eastern Europe, some NATO member states have provided additional assistance and aid to Ukraine on a bi-lateral basis. Canada is one of the NATO member countries that has contributed both to the rotational assurance force, as well as contributed additional aid and assistance. Since January 2014, the Canadian Government has contributed an additional approximately $700 million in assistance to Ukraine. This assistance is aimed at providing support in areas such as human rights, rule of law, promotion of civil society, advancement and strengthening of democracy, strengthening of security, and promotion of economic stability and growth. The form of military assistance Canada has provided is in the form of non-lethal aid – meaning equipment such as communications systems, explosive ordnance disposal equipment, tactical medical kits, night vision goggles, mobile field hospital equipment, etc.

Currently, the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) are involved in two operations that are aimed at assisting and supporting NATO member states and Ukraine: Operation UNIFIER and Operation REASSURANCE. Operation UNIFIER brings together personnel and resources from the CAF and Global Affairs Canada to facilitate and support Ukrainian forces in their efforts to maintain sovereignty, security and stability through capacity building and military training. Approximately 200 CAF personnel are deployed to Ukraine on a sustained and periodic basis until March 31, 2017. The primary focus of this capacity building and military training includes: “tactical solider training which consists of marksmanship, moving, communication, survival, ethics and weapons training.” Operation REASSURANCE refers to the Canadian contribution to NATO’s request of enhancing assurance measures and promotion of security and
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stability in Central and Eastern Europe. As previously mentioned in this paper, this NATO led operation includes training, planned exercises, demonstrations and other assigned NATO tasks along the Eastern Flank of the Alliance. Canada has contributed Maritime and Land Task Forces who conduct and take part in surveillance, reconnaissance, monitoring, training and exercises. The Canadian Maritime Forces are currently deployed to the Aegean Sea, and the Land Task Forces are deployed to Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, and Romania.  

There are a few ways in which Canada can and should continue its efforts and contributions to the Alliance and to Ukraine, especially in regards to building resilience against hybrid warfare. Specifically, Canada’s strengths include intelligence gathering and sharing and strategic communications. Canada’s strengths in the field of strategic communications have already begun to be realized, with its involvement in the Strategic Communications Centre of Excellence. Canada is contributing their knowledge and teaching expertise in advance counter-propaganda techniques. Given that intelligence gathering and sharing and strategic communications are key areas in which this paper has identified NATO must improve on, Canada can and should be a key player in furthering these efforts in creating a more resilient NATO to hybrid warfare tactics.

7.0 Conclusions

While the concept of hybrid warfare is not necessarily new, Russia’s unique way of employing hybrid means and methods of operation against Ukraine have reignited the international community’s and NATO’s interest in this particular form of warfare and caused them to reassess their strategy to it. It has resulted in an internal struggle within NATO as how to best adapt to this form of aggression – one that allows perpetrators to fuse a highly integrated combination of covert and overt military presence, information warfare, cyber warfare and economic warfare in a tailored case specific manner to achieve broader political objectives.

This paper argues that Russia’s use of hybrid warfare has indeed exposed gaps within current NATO doctrine and methods of operation. Some challenges that were explored include the following. First, hybrid warfare does not easily lend itself in all cases to fit squarely within the key NATO articles (V and VI), as it largely operates below the threshold of attribution, and therefore cannot provoke or allow for a collective military response or defense. Second, NATO lacks nimbleness and flexibility in responding to this new form of aggression, both operationally as well as within the North Atlantic Council decision making structure. Third, NATO defense spending does not necessarily match what is required for a hybrid warfare defense strategy. Finally, a great strength (and at the same time, a great challenge to NATO) of hybrid warfare is that it extends beyond the scope of the military alliance’s mandate, resources and capabilities – hybrid warfare actors knowingly and strategically uses non-violent civilian means and methods of operation, thus reducing NATO’s ability to have a full and successful deterrence against it.
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Current efforts NATO has made in an attempt to adapt to this new form of aggression primarily include reassurance measures for Allies along the Eastern Flank. These initiatives and projects include: the Readiness Action Plan, an updated Defence Planning Package, a technical agreement with the EU on cyber security, and the creation and establishment of the new NATO Strategic Communication Centre of Excellence in Riga, Latvia. This paper has recommended and concluded that going forward the Alliance must focus not only on reassurance measures for Allies but also focus on deterrence and resilience to this form of aggression. The areas in which NATO should continue its strategic, policy and/or operational counter-measures to combat hybrid warfare include: further cooperation with the EU in areas like cyber security and intelligence sharing, and the continuation of redefining defence spending and procurement with a pivot towards Smart Defence. Areas in which it is recommended for NATO to begin deterrence and resilience measures include: endorse cooperation with the EU on promoting good governance and social cohesion within countries and beyond the institutions borders; create a joint database and early warning system with the EU that will target countries that are particularly vulnerable to hybrid warfare; improve its intelligence sharing and gathering primarily within the Alliance; address the lack of doctrine against hybrid warfare, and finally; improve operational and structural nimbleness.

Together these measures would create a reality of resilience and deter a possible future hybrid aggressor by: 1) demonstrating NATO has created a coherent doctrine or a new Strategic Concept paper on hybrid warfare, putting no doubts in the minds of Allies and possible hybrid warfare perpetrators that the Alliance considers hybrid warfare to be an act of aggression worthy of clear and firm collective repercussions; 2) demonstrating both the EU and NATO are ready to respond jointly and swiftly with all means and resources available to both institutions, and 3) make it apparent to the hybrid aggressor that they no longer hold the advantage in the battle space, because with increased operational and structural nimbleness, intelligence gathering and sharing capacities, and emphasis on Smart Defence systems, NATO no longer primarily relies on conventional traditional equipment and forces when a hybrid attack occurs.

The upcoming Summit meeting in Warsaw in July 2016 will be especially important and influential for the practical and academic study of hybrid warfare and the defence and deterrence of this form of aggression. It will be important for future research and work to explore if the Warsaw Summit offers any evaluation and/or performance measurement strategies for how effective and efficient the current reassurance initiatives have been since established at the Wales Summit in 2014. As this paper has shown, many of the initiatives were newly created and are currently operational. However, as mentioned, because these measures are largely of reassurance nature it will be interesting to see whether NATO can comment to their effectiveness in combating hybrid warfare and the impact they have had on Russia’s involvement in the region. Secondly, the Warsaw Summit should be providing new initiatives and projects that are focused on deterrence and resilience, as per the recommendations in this paper have outlined. Currently there is a trend towards closer collaboration with the EU (this is apparent in both high level rhetoric and within the increased numbers of technical agreements and working groups). Future research and work could evaluate the true effectiveness and success (or failures) the two institutions have achieved together in working towards a defence against hybrid warfare. Finally, the challenge of defining the concept hybrid warfare that is suitable and acceptable to all 28-
member states remains. Future research could explore the political negotiations and processes that would allow for a doctrinal definition of hybrid warfare and/or if the common, coherent and doctrinal definition is even feasible and desirable and the impacts it would have on future Article 5 operations.

As a final word of caution, it is sometimes said that militaries plan and organize themselves based on the last war fought. Consequently, it is important that the concept of hybrid warfare and the debate over its definition and meaning does not blind or divide NATO or take NATO's focus away from its raison d'etre. The Alliance must vigilant to the reality that war fighting at the high-end of the spectrum (traditional conventional war-fighting) can and will occur in the 21st century. Therefore, it is also important that academics and practitioners do not discount or completely disregard the need for these conventional capabilities. A blending of capabilities, means and methods of operation and doctrine that reflect both high-end and hybrid war fighting would be the ideal over-arching strategy moving forward for the Alliance.
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